
THE 
CREATIVE 
JOURNEY
A UNIQUE ART THERAPY PROGRAM 
FOR PEOPLE DEALING WITH THE 
EXPERIENCE OF CANCER

WHEN:

TESTIMONIALS

 Tuesdays 
9/9, 16/9, 23/9, 30/9, 
7/10, 14/10 

WHERE:

 

 The Patricia Ritchie Centre for 
 Cancer Care & Research 

Mater Hospital
Cnr Rocklands Rd and Gillies St, 
North Sydney

REGISTRATION: Registration is required 

by 29th August, 2014

FOR MORE  Fiona Fitzpatrick
INFORMATION: Art Therapist

0416 199 804

10.30am-12.30pm

www.livingbeyondcancer.com.au

FACILITATOR:

Fiona Fitzpatrick
Art Therapist
B.Ed,M.A. (Art Therapy),

 Diploma Couple & Family Therapy

For many years Fiona worked in private practice 

with individuals who were dealing with issues of 

transition and change, relationship diffi culties, 

stress, anxiety and loss and grief.  She currently 

works as a consultant developing and facilitating 

Art Therapy groups for health and welfare 

organizations.

Fiona helps people to express thoughts and feelings 

through simple, guided creative processes. Her art 

therapy groups enable individuals to explore hopes, 

fears and possibilities. Fiona’s work emphasizes a 

strengths based approach, helping people to identify, 

use and celebrate their unique gifts in order to find 

meaning and purpose in their life.  She is passionate 

about working with people on the cancer journey.

ART WITH HEART

ART WITH HEART

Art therapy helped me to understand what I’d been 
through. I feel less anxious and more relaxed. My 
relationship with my partner is stronger.  (Anthony)

Art therapy has helped me put aside the difficult time 
of treatment and look forward to my future.  (Amanda)

I have battled with depression for many years and 
this became worse during my treatment. Art therapy 
really lifted my spirits in ways I never expected. 
For me the Creative Journey program has been a 
cloud chaser.           (Clare)



WHAT IS THE CREATIVE JOURNEY?

The Creative Journey is a group Art Therapy 
program for post-treatment cancer patients. 
It aims to strengthen self-identity and increase 
self-confi dence through an exploration of 
personal creativity. Participants in the Creative 
Journey program often fi nd new ways to 
express, contain and transform the diffi cult 
experience of cancer diagnosis and treatment.

The value of using art for self-expression is 
well recognized by one of America’s leading 
cancer care organizations, the Memorial 
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Centre in New York. 
Meaningful creative activity has a role to play 
in helping people on their way to wellness.

The Creative Journey is made up of 6 Art 
Therapy workshops that run for 2 hours per 
week. The program is suitable for groups of 
6-10 people.

THE BENEFITS

ART WITH HEART

WHO IS IT FOR?

The Creative Journey may help you to:

• Increase self-awareness so you can 
 understand your thoughts and feelings

• Reduce symptoms of stress and anxiety and 
 increase your quality of life

• Discover sources of inner strength so you can 
 be more resilient with life’s ups and downs

• Experience relief and support through 
 communicating experiences which may 
 be hard to put into words

The Creative Journey is open to adults with 
any type of cancer and treatment experience. 
Participants must have finished treatment.

This program is not only for “creative” people, 
but may also be helpful for those who experience 
stress, anxiety and depression or who feel empty 
and uncreative.

WHAT IS INVOLVED?

NO ARTISTIC ABILITY OR SPECIAL 

SKILLS ARE NECESSARY TO 

BENEFIT FROM THIS PROGRAM!

The Creative Journey is presented as a personal 
journey within a safe and confi dential group 
setting. It is not a support group based on the 
need to socialise, to exchange cancer stories, 
or to share advice about the illness. Participants 
are “in charge” of the amount of verbal 
interaction they wish to have in connection to 
their artwork.

Each workshop has the same structure:

• a short guided relaxation exercise, 

• the introduction of an art making process,

• an opportunity for participants to explore 
 the process themselves and develop their 
 own images, and

• an invitation to share the images within the 
 group (optional).


